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Abstract
Analogues of the Capelli identity are given for every irreducible reductive dual pair in
the complex symplectic group and the complex orthogonal group. They describe a natural
correspondence between the “centers” of the two universal enveloping algebras and an algebra
of invariant operators.
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0. Introduction
This paper presents analogues of the Capelli identity from the viewpoint of dual pair
theory, and completes the list of Capelli type identities written in terms of determinants
and permanents for all the irreducible reductive dual pairs in the complex symplectic
group Spr and the complex orthogonal group Or . The main results are also regarded
as a direct generalization of the results of [I5].
The Capelli identity, which played an important role in the classical invariant theory,
is an equality of polynomial coefﬁcient differential operators (namely a formula in the
Weyl algebra). This gives an explicit description of a natural correspondence between
the centers of the universal enveloping algebras of two general linear Lie algebras and
a certain algebra of invariant differential operators [H1]. A similar relation holds in the
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Clifford algebra as a special case of the result in [N]. This relation also describes a
natural correspondence between the centers of two universal enveloping algebras and
an algebra of invariant operators.
Such a correspondence holds more generally for any reductive dual pair (G,G′)
in Spr (or Or ) and the oscillator representation + (or the spin representation −).
Namely we have the following relation in the Weyl algebra R+(Cr ) and the Clifford
algebra R−(Cr ) (see Section 2 for details):
±(U(g)G) = R±(Cr )G×G′ = ±(U(g′)G′). (0.1)
Here, U(g)G is the algebra of invariants under the adjoint action of G on the universal
enveloping algebra U(g) of the Lie algebra g = LieG. The purpose of this paper is
to describe this general correspondence (0.1) in a way similar to the Capelli identity.
Namely, we will give two series of Capelli type identities for each of the reductive dual
pairs (ON, SpN ′), (SpN,ON ′) in SpNN ′ and (ON,ON ′), (SpN, SpN ′) in ONN ′ . Thus
we have the complete list of Capelli type identities for irreducible reductive dual pairs
in Spr and Or . Indeed the correspondences above described by Capelli and Nazarov
can be regarded as special cases of (0.1), namely the case of (GLN,GLN ′) in Sp2NN ′
and the case of (GLN,GLN ′) in O2NN ′ .
Remark. The algebra U(g)G is obviously a subalgebra of the center ZU(g) of U(g)
in general. These are actually equal in the cases G = GLN , SpN , and O2k+1. However
U(o2k)O2k is a proper subset of ZU(o2k).
Let us explain our two main results (see Section 7 for details). In the case of the
dual pair (ON,ON ′) in ONN ′ , the ﬁrst one can be stated as follows. We have similar
relations for the dual pairs (ON, SpN ′), (SpN,ON ′), and (SpN, SpN ′) (Theorems 7.1,
7.4, and 7.10).
Theorem A (Theorem 7.7). When (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have the following relation
for k = 0, 1, . . .:
−(Detk(F oN + N ′2 1 ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0))
= (−) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!det P′ det P
∗
′ .
Here, F oN is a matrix whose entries are elements of the Lie algebra oN , and P and
P ∗ are matrices whose entries are generators of the Weyl algebra R+(Cr ). The symbol
“det” in the right-hand side means the “column-determinant,” which also appears in
the original Capelli identity. On the other hand, “Detk” in the left-hand side means the
“symmetrized determinant.” This determinant generates the algebra U(oN)ON , when
k runs over 0, 1, . . .. Hence we can regard Theorem A as a description of the ﬁrst
equality of (0.1) in the case (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′).
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Before going to the second result, let us explain some analogues of the Capelli
elements for oN and spN . The “Capelli element” C
glN
k is a central element of U(glN)
expressed in terms of determinants, and plays a key role in the Capelli identity. Similar
central elements CoNk ∈ U(oN) and CspNk ∈ U(spN) were deﬁned in [I5] to consider
a Capelli-type identity for the dual pair (ON, SpN ′) in SpNN ′ . In this paper, we also
consider central elements expressed in terms of permanents. Namely we will deﬁne
the elements DoNk ∈ U(oN)ON and DspNk ∈ U(spN)SpN as analogues of the element
D
glN
k ∈ U(glN)GLN given by Nazarov in [N]. These elements Cgk and Dgk both generate
the algebra U(g)G, when k runs over 0, 1, . . ..
The second main result is a description of the correspondence of U(g)G and U(g′)G′
in (0.1). This is given in terms of the Capelli-type elements CoNk , DoNk , C
spN
k , D
spN
k
and their generating functions CoN (u), DoN (u), CspN (u), DspN (u). In the case of the
dual pair (ON,ON ′), this is stated as follows. We have similar relations for the other
irreducible dual pairs (Theorems 7.2, 7.5, and 7.11)
Theorem B (Theorem 7.8). When (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have
−(CoN (u)) = −(DoN ′ (u)) · u[N+N ′].
It is interesting that the determinant type element CoN (u) and the permanent type
element DoN ′ (u) correspond with each other. Such phenomena are seen generally for
dual pairs in Ok .
Connecting these two formulas, we obtain a complete description of (0.1). Indeed it
is not so difﬁcult to see the explicit relation between the two series of generators of
U(oN)
ON appearing in these formulas (Proposition 7.17).
Remark. These main theorems are a direct generalization of the results of [I5]. Indeed,
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in the case (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′) are essentially equal to the
main theorems of [I5].
In this paper, we use two types of non-commutative determinants and permanents
to express the Capelli-type elements. On the one hand, the elements CglNk and D
glN
k
are expressed in terms of simple functions called the “column-determinant” and the
“column-permanent,” respectively. The eigenvalues of these elements on irreducible rep-
resentations can be easily seen from their deﬁnitions. On the other hand, the elements
C
oN
k , D
oN
k , C
spN
k , and D
spN
k are expressed in terms of the “symmetrized determinant”
and the “symmetrized permanent” (see Sections 3 and 6). It is not so easy to cal-
culate their eigenvalues directly, but we can determine them using our second main
result as follows. First, the eigenvalue of CoNk was computed by means of the Pfafﬁan
[I2,IU]. Moreover, the correspondence between U(g)G and U(g′)G′ in (0.1) in terms
of eigenvalues is seen from the decompositions of the oscillator representation and
the spin representation given in [KV] and [H2]. Thus, using our second main result,
we can determine the eigenvalues of these elements (Theorem 13.1). Furthermore, it
turns out that the two generating functions Cg(u) and Dg(u) are inverse to each other:
Cg(u) ·Dg(u) = 1.
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Molev and Nazarov [MN] also gave Capelli-type identities for the dual pair
(ON, SpN ′). They deﬁned two series of analogues of the Capelli elements for oN
and spN ′ in the framework of the R-matrix approach, and computed their images in
the algebra of polynomial coefﬁcient differential operators and their eigenvalues. Their
Capelli-type elements are essentially equal to ours, though the deﬁnition is quite differ-
ent (see also [M]). This coincidence is seen from the eigenvalues of our Capelli-type
elements (namely this is a corollary of our second main result). Under this identi-
ﬁcation, our Theorems 7.2 and 7.5 coincide with Propositions 4.3 and 5.2 in [MN]
(however they are not equivalent). See Section 13 for details.
Capelli-type identities in terms of the Gelfand invariants are also given in [I4]
(see [I1,I2,U3] for the relations between the Gelfand invariants and the Capelli-type
elements).
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 1 and 2, we introduce the oscillator
representation and the spin representation in parallel, and recall the natural correspon-
dence (0.1). In Sections 3 and 4, we deﬁne the Capelli-type elements CglNk and D
glN
k ,
and recall the original Capelli identity and its variants given by Nazarov. In Section 5,
we provide some methods to calculate non-commutative determinants and permanents
using the exterior algebra and the symmetric tensor algebra, and prove some basic re-
lations. In Section 6, we deﬁne the Capelli-type elements CoNk , D
oN
k , C
spN
k , and D
spN
k .
In Section 7, we state the main results, namely Capelli-type identities for the dual pairs
(ON, SpN ′), (SpN,ON ′) in SpNN ′ and (ON,ON ′), (SpN, SpN ′) in ONN ′ . Sections 8–
12 are devoted to the proof of main theorems. This is based on the method introduced
in Section 5, and we can prove the main theorems simultaneously for every dual pair.
The outline of the proof is almost the same as that of [I5]. Finally, in Section 13, we
calculate the eigenvalues of our Capelli-type elements.
1. The oscillator representation and the spin representation
First of all, we recall the oscillator representation of the symplectic Lie algebras
and the spin representation of the orthogonal Lie algebras. These two representations
can be constructed in terms of the Weyl algebra and the Clifford algebra in parallel
([H1], Appendix 2 of [H2]).
1.1. First we introduce the Weyl algebra and the oscillator representation. Let W be a
ﬁnite-dimensional complex vector space with a symplectic form, i.e. a non-degenerate
alternating bilinear form (·, ·). We deﬁne the Weyl algebra R+(W) associated with
W by the quotient R+(W) = T (W)/I, where I is the two-sided ideal of the tensor
algebra T (W) generated by the elements
w1 ⊗ w2 − w2 ⊗ w1 − (w1, w2)1, w1, w2 ∈ W.
This R+(W) is known to be a simple associative algebra.
Let V be a maximal isotropic subspace of W. Then the symmetric tensor algebra
T +(V ) on V has a structure of irreducible module of R+(W). To see this, take another
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maximal isotropic subspace V ∗ such that W = V ⊕ V ∗. This V ∗ is identiﬁed with the
linear dual V † of V via the symplectic form of W. For a vector v ∈ V and a covector
v∗ ∈ V ∗  V †, we deﬁne the endomorphisms M+(v) and +(v∗) on T +(V ) by
M+(v) : v1 · · · vk → v · v1 · · · vk,
+(v∗) : v1 · · · vk →
k∑
i=1
(v∗, vi) · v1 · · · v̂i · · · vk,
and call these the multiplication by v and the derivation by v∗, respectively. Here vi’s
are elements of V, and the symbol v̂i means that vi is omitted. Then the correspon-
dence W  v + v∗ → M+(v) + +(v∗) deﬁnes an isomorphism from R+(W) into
End(T +(V )). In particular the Weyl algebra R+(W) is isomorphic to the subalgebra
End◦(T +(V )) of End(T +(V )) generated by the multiplications and the derivations on
T +(V ). Note that this End◦(T +(V )) is equal to PD(V †) the algebra of polynomial co-
efﬁcient differential operators under the natural identiﬁcation of T +(V ) with the space
of polynomial functions on V †.
The natural action of Sp(W) on W extends to an action on R+(W) by automor-
phisms. This action is inﬁnitesimally inner in the following sense. Let g+(W) be the
subspace of R+(W) spanned by the anti-commutators of elements in W:
w1w2 + w2w1, w1, w2 ∈ W.
Then, with the commutator product, this g+(W) forms a Lie algebra isomorphic to
sp(W). Moreover, the action of g+(W) on R+(W) deﬁned by the commutator is equal
to the inﬁnitesimal version of the natural action of Sp(W) on R+(W). In particular,
the natural action of Sp(W) on g+(W) can be identiﬁed with the adjoint action on
sp(W). We call this g+(W) the “oscillator representation” of sp(W).
1.2. Next we introduce the Clifford algebra and the spin representation. Let W be
a ﬁnite-dimensional complex vector space with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
form (·, ·). We deﬁne the Clifford algebra R−(W) associated with W by the quotient
R−(W) = T (W)/J , where J is the two-sided ideal of the tensor algebra T (W)
generated by the elements
w1 ⊗ w2 + w2 ⊗ w1 − (w1, w2)1, w1, w2 ∈ W.
As in the case of the Weyl algebra, the Lie algebra o(W) is naturally embedded into
the Clifford algebra R−(W). Let g−(W) be the subspace of R−(W) spanned by the
commutators of elements in W:
w1w2 − w2w1, w1, w2 ∈ W.
Then the commutator product makes this g−(W) into a Lie algebra isomorphic to
o(W), and the action of g−(W) on R−(W) deﬁned by the commutator is identiﬁed
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with the inﬁnitesimal version of the natural action of O(W) on R−(W). In particular,
the natural action of O(W) on g−(W) coincides with the adjoint action on o(W). We
call this g−(W) the “spin representation” of o(W).
This g−(W) exponentiates to a two-fold cover of SO(W) in R−(W). This is called
the “spin group.” The natural action of SO(W) on R−(W) is realized as the action of
this spin group by conjugation.
When the dimension of W is even, the Clifford algebra R−(W) is a simple algebra,
and its irreducible module is realized as the exterior algebra T −(V ) on a maximal
isotropic subspace. Let V and V ∗ be isotropic subspaces of W such that W = V ⊕V ∗.
Via the bilinear form of W, we identify the space V ∗ with the linear dual V † of V.
For a vector v ∈ V and a covector v∗ ∈ V ∗  V †, we deﬁne the multiplication M−(v)
and the derivation −(v∗) on the exterior algebra T −(V ) on V by
M−(v) : v1 · · · vk → v · v1 · · · vk,
−(v∗) : v1 · · · vk →
k∑
i=1
(−)i−1(v∗, vi) · v1 · · · v̂i · · · vk
with v1, . . . , vk ∈ V . Then the correspondence W  v + v∗ → M−(v) + −(v∗)
deﬁnes an isomorphism from R−(W) to the algebra End◦(T −(V )) generated by the
multiplications and the derivations on T −(V ). This End◦(T −(V )) is actually equal to
End(T −(V )).
2. Dual pairs and correspondences between invariants
In this section, we recall the correspondence (0.1). Namely we give a natural cor-
respondence between the “centers” of the two universal enveloping algebras and an
algebra of invariant operators for each reductive dual pair.
Let W be a ﬁnite-dimensional complex vector space with a symplectic form, and
(G,G′) a reductive dual pair in the symplectic group Sp(W). Namely, G and G′ are
reductive subgroups of Sp(W), such that each is the centralizer of the other in Sp(W).
Then, the invariants with respect to the natural actions of G and G′ on the Weyl algebra
R+(W) are known to be generated by +(g′) and +(g), respectively, where + is
the oscillator representation of sp(W), and g and g′ are the Lie algebras of G and G′
[H1]. In particular, we have the equality
+(U(g)G) = R+(W)G×G′ = +(U(g′)G′). (2.1)
Here U(g)G is the algebra of invariants under the adjoint action of G on the universal
enveloping algebra U(g), and R+(W)G×G′ is the algebra of invariants under the natural
action of G×G′ on R+(W).
A similar equality holds for reductive dual pairs in the orthogonal groups. Let W
be a ﬁnite-dimensional complex linear space with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
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form, and (G,G′) a reductive dual pair in the orthogonal group O(W). Then, the
invariants with respect to the natural actions of G and G′ on the Clifford algebra
R−(W) are known to be generated by −(g′) and −(g), respectively, where − is
the spin representation of o(W) [H1]. In particular, we have the equality
−(U(g)G) = R−(W)G×G′ = −(U(g′)G′). (2.2)
Thus, for each reductive dual pairs, we have a correspondence between three algebras
of invariants. It is a fundamental problem to describe this correspondence explicitly.
In the case of the dual pair (GLN,GLN ′) in SpNN ′ , the Capelli identity gives its
explicit description (Section 4). The main purpose of this paper is to give explicit
descriptions of correspondence (2.1) and (2.2) for each irreducible reductive dual pair
in ways similar to the Capelli identity.
3. Capelli-type elements for glN
In this section, we recall the Capelli-type elements CglNk and D
glN
k , namely the
Capelli elements and its analogue given by Nazarov. These are expressed in terms of
determinants and permanents, respectively, and both generate the center ZU(glN) of
the universal enveloping algebra U(glN).
3.1. Before going to the deﬁnitions of these elements, we introduce some notation for
multi-indices. For an N-tuple  = (1, . . . , N) of non-negative integers, we put
|| = 1 + · · · + N, ! = 1! · · · N !.
Moreover, for an N ×N ′ matrix Z = (Zij ), N-tuple  ∈ ZN0, and N ′-tuple ′ ∈ ZN
′
0,
we deﬁne a new matrix Z′ by
Z′ = (Zij′ )1 i ||,1 j |′|.
Here we deﬁne the number i by the following non-decreasing sequence:
(1, 2, . . . , ||) = (
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . , 1,
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
2, . . . , 2, . . . ,
N︷ ︸︸ ︷
N, . . . , N).
Under this notation, we introduce two series of generators of the center ZU(glN)
of U(glN). Let E
glN
ij be the standard basis of the Lie algebra glN , and consider
the matrix EglN = (EglNij )1 i,jN ∈ MatN(U(glN)). We deﬁne two elements CglNk
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and DglNk of U(glN) as follows:
C
glN
k =
∑
∈INk
1
! det(E
glN
 + 1 diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)), (3.1)
D
glN
k =
∑
∈INk
1
!per(E
glN
 − 1 diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)). (3.2)
Here the notation is as follows. First, INk means the set of N-tuples which are equal
to k in order:
INk =
{
 ∈ ZN0
∣∣ || = k}.
Next, the symbol 1 means the unit matrix. Finally, the symbols “det” and “per” mean
the column-determinant and the column-permanent, respectively. Namely, for an N×N
matrix Z = (Zij ) whose entries are non-commutative, we put
detZ =
∑
∈SN
sgn()Z(1)1 · · ·Z(N)N , perZ =
∑
∈SN
Z(1)1 · · ·Z(N)N . (3.3)
When the matrix Z is of size 0× 0, we put detZ = perZ = 1. In particular we have
C
glN
0 = DglN0 = 1.
The element CglNk is a central element of U(glN) named the “kth Capelli element”
(see remarks below). The element DglNk is a central element given by Nazarov as an
analogue of the Capelli element. Both of these elements are known to generate ZU(glN)
when k runs over 0, 1, . . . (this can be checked by considering the Harish-Chandra
isomorphism). We will check that these are central in U(glN) using the symmetrized
determinant and permanent later.
Remarks. (1) To deal with “det” and “per” simultaneously, we put h−(Z) = detZ and
h+(Z) = perZ. Then deﬁnition (3.3) is written as follows:
h(Z) =
∑
∈SN
[sgn()]Z(1)1 · · ·Z(N)N . (3.4)
Here the symbol [ · ] means
[x] =
{
1,  = +,
x,  = −.
(2) It is easy to see that h+(Z) (resp. h−(Z)) is symmetric (resp. alternating) as a
function of N rows. However this is not true as a function of N columns.
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(3) Since detZ = h−(Z) is alternating in the rows, we have
det(EglN + 1diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)) = 0,
when ! = 1. Thus, the deﬁnition of Capelli elements (3.1) is actually written more
simply as follows (CglNk is usually deﬁned by this formula):
C
glN
k =
∑
∈I˜Nk
det(EglN + diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)).
Here we put
I˜Nk =
{
 ∈ INk
∣∣ ! = 1}.
In particular, the Nth Capelli element is written as a determinant:
C
glN
N = det(EglN + diag(N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 0)).
Moreover we see that CglNN+1 = CglNN+2 = · · · = 0.
3.2. Since CglNk and D
glN
k are central in U(glN), they act on irreducible representations
of glN as scalar multiplications. It is easy to determine these scalars, namely the
eigenvalues of CglNk and D
glN
k , because we can see the explicit actions of these central
elements on the highest weight vector from their deﬁnitions (3.1) and (3.2):
Proposition 3.1. For the irreducible representation  = glN
(1,...,N)
of glN determined
by the partition (1, . . . , N), we have
(CglNk ) =
∑
∈I˜Nk
(1 + k − 1)(2 + k − 2) · · · k ,
(DglNk ) =
∑
∈INk
(1 − k + 1)(2 − k + 2) · · · k .
To rewrite these relations simply, we consider the following generating functions:
CglN (u) =
∑
k0
(−)kCglNk uN−k, DglN (u) =
∑
k0
D
glN
k /u
N+k. (3.5)
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Here u is an indeterminate, and uk and uk are the rising and falling factorial powers:
uk = u(u+ 1) · · · (u+ k − 1), uk = u(u− 1) · · · (u− k + 1). (3.6)
When k = 0, we put u0 = u0 = 1. Then Proposition 3.1 is rewritten as follows (cf.
(5.13) and (5.14)):
Proposition 3.2. For the irreducible representation  = glN
(1,...,N)
we have
(CglN (u)) = (u− l1) · · · (u− lN ), (DglN (u)) = 1
(u− l1) · · · (u− lN ) .
Here we put li = i +N − i. In particular, we have CglN (u) ·DglN (u) = 1.
In Section 5, we will express these generating functions more simply.
3.3. The function h does not have good symmetries as a function of N columns. Hence
it is not so trivial that the elements CglNk and D
glN
k are central. In this subsection,
we introduce new non-commutative determinants and permanents which have better
symmetries. Expressing CglNk and D
glN
k in terms of these new functions, we can see
their invariance more clearly.
Let Z = (Zij ) be an N × N matrix whose entries are elements of an associative
algebra A. Suggested by the deﬁnition (3.4) of h, we consider the following function:
H ,
′
(Z) = 1
N !
∑
,′∈SN
[
sgn()
][
sgn(′)
]′
Z(1)′(1) · · ·Z(N)′(N).
Here we put  = ± and ′ = ±. By convention we put H ,′(Z) = 1, when the matrix
Z is of size 0× 0. To help our imagination, we denote this function as
det-detZ = H−,−(Z), per-perZ = H+,+(Z),
det-perZ = H−,+(Z), per-detZ = H+,−(Z).
Obviously these functions are symmetric or alternating not only as functions of N rows
but also as functions of N columns.
Remark. If the entries of Z are commutative, we have detZ = det-detZ and perZ =
per-perZ. Moreover, supposing N2 besides this commutativity, we have det-perZ =
per-detZ = 0.
Let us investigate the two functions H−,− and H+,+ in detail. We call them the
“symmetrized determinant” (or double-determinant) and the “symmetrized permanent”
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(or double-permanent), respectively, and denote them simply by H±:
H−(Z) = H−,−(Z) = det-detZ, H+(Z) = H+,+(Z) = per-perZ.
We consider the following summation:
H±k (Z) =
∑
∈INk
1
!H
±(Z)
= 1
k!
∑
∈INk
∑
,′∈Sk
1
!
[
sgn()sgn(′)
]±
Z(1)′(1) · · ·Z(k)′(k) .
Moreover we consider the following variant with k parameters a1, . . . , ak ∈ C:
H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak)
= 1
k!
∑
∈INk
∑
,′∈Sk
1
!
[
sgn()sgn(′)
]±
Z(1)′(1)(a1) · · ·Z(k)′(k)(ak).
Here we put Zij (a) = Zij +ij a. As seen in Proposition 5.2 later, we can express this
function H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) as a linear combination of H±1 (Z), . . . , H±k (Z), but this
function with parameters is convenient to deal with Capelli-type elements.
The function H±k is invariant under conjugations and the transposition:
Proposition 3.3. For g ∈ GLN we have
H±k (g ·Z ·g−1 ; a1, . . . , ak) = H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak).
Proposition 3.4. Denote by tZ the transposed matrix of Z. Then we have
H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = H±k (tZ ; a1, . . . , ak).
We will prove these propositions in Section 5. This function is moreover useful to
construct central elements of universal enveloping algebras:
Proposition 3.5. The quantity H±k (EglN ; a1, . . . , ak) belongs to U(glN)GLN .
Proposition 3.5 is immediate from Proposition 3.3 and the following lemma, which
itself is seen by a direct calculation:
Lemma 3.6. We have the following relation for g ∈ GLN :
(Ad(g)EglNij ) = (gEglNij g−1) = tg ·EglN·tg−1.
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From now on we often denote the symbol H± by “Det” and “Per.” Namely we put
DetZ = H−(Z), PerZ = H+(Z) and
Detk(Z) = H−k (Z), Detk(Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = H−k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak),
Perk(Z) = H+k (Z), Perk(Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = H+k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak).
Remark. We can rewrite the deﬁnition of Detk = H−k as follows:
Detk(Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = H−k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak)
= 1
k!
∑
∈I˜Nk
∑
,′∈Sk
sgn()sgn(′)Z(1)′(1)(a1) · · ·Z(k)′(k)(ak).
3.4. Generally, when the entries are non-commutative, the functions h± and H± are
not equal. However, the following relation holds for the matrix EglN :
Proposition 3.7. For the matrix EglN , we have
∑
∈INk
1
!h
±(EglN + u1 ∓ 1diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0))
= H±k (EglN + u1 ; ∓(k − 1),∓(k − 2), . . . , 0).
Hence, we can write the elements CglNk and D
glN
k as
C
glN
k = Detk(EglN ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0),
D
glN
k = Perk(EglN ; −k + 1,−k + 2, . . . , 0),
(3.7)
and moreover we see from Proposition 3.5 that these are central in U(glN).
Remark. Suggested by the notation of the factorial powers (3.6), we introduce the
symbols H±
k
and H±k as follows:
H±
k
(Z) = H±k (Z ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0),
H±k (Z) = H±k (Z ; −k + 1,−k + 2, . . . , 0).
(3.8)
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Then we can simply write (3.7) as
C
glN
k = Detk(EglN ), DglNk = Perk(EglN ).
4. The Capelli-type identities for glN
In this section, we recall the Capelli-type identities related to glN , namely the original
Capelli identity and its variants given by Nazarov.
4.1. First we recall the original Capelli identity [Ca1,Ca2] and its permanent version
given in [N]. These are usually written as relations of polynomial coefﬁcient differential
operators, but here we regard them as formulas in the Weyl algebra to deal with a
similar formula in the Clifford algebra in parallel later.
The two general linear groups GL(CN) and GL(CN ′) constitute a dual pair as the
subgroups of GL(CN ⊗CN ′). This pair can be also regarded as a dual pair in a larger
symplectic group as follows. Put V = CN ⊗CN ′ , and let V ∗ be the copy of the linear
dual of V. We deﬁne a symplectic form (·, ·) on V ⊕ V ∗ by
(u+ u∗, v + v∗) = u∗(v)− v∗(u), u, v ∈ V, u∗, v∗ ∈ V ∗,
so that V and V ∗ are maximal isotropic subspaces. The group GL(V ) acts on this space
V ⊕ V ∗ isometrically by g · (u, u∗) = (gu, tg−1u∗) with g ∈ GL(V ) and (u, u∗) ∈
V ⊕V ∗. By this action we regard GL(V ) as the subgroup of Sp(V ⊕V ∗). The groups
GLN and GLN ′ still form a dual pair as the subgroups of Sp(V ⊕ V ∗).
These two groups GLN = GL(CN) and GLN ′ = GL(CN ′), and their Lie algebras
glN and glN ′ naturally act on the symmetric tensor algebra T +(V ). These actions L+
and R+ are equal to the restrictions of the oscillator representation + of sp2NN ′ into
glN and glN ′ up to scalar terms (see the remark below). In particular we have the
following equality as a special case of (2.1):
L+(ZU(glN)) = End◦(T +(V ))GLN×GLN ′ = R+(ZU(glN ′)). (4.1)
As a description of this equality, we have the Capelli identity. To explain this, let us
express the actions L+ and R+ explicitly. Let vij be the standard basis of V, and v∗ij
its dual basis. We consider the following multiplication and derivation operators on
T +(V ):
xij = M+(vij ), x∗ij = +(v∗ij ).
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Then the actions L+ and R+ are expressed as
L+(EglNij ) =
N ′∑
a=1
xiax
∗
ja, R
+(EglN ′ij ) =
N∑
a=1
xaix
∗
aj .
This is rewritten more simply in terms of matrices. Namely, arranging the two N ×N ′
matrices X = (xij ) and X∗ = (x∗ij ) from the operators xij and x∗ij , we can rewrite this
expression as follows:
L+(EglN ) = XtX∗, R+(EglN ′ ) = tXX∗. (4.2)
Here tZ means the transposed matrix of Z. In this situation we have the following
relations, namely the Capelli identity given by Capelli and its analogue in terms of
permanents given by Nazarov (see [Ca1,Ca2,N]).
Theorem 4.1 (The Capelli identity). For k = 0, 1, . . . we have
L+(CglNk ) =
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′! detX′ detX
∗
′ = R+(CglN ′k ).
Theorem 4.2. For k = 0, 1, . . . we have
L+(DglNk ) =
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!perX′perX
∗
′ = R+(DglN ′k ).
Since both of Cglnk and D
gln
k generate the center of U(gln), these two theorems can
be regarded as descriptions of Equality (4.1) in terms of generators.
Remarks. (1) Actually there are the following differences between the actions L+, R+
and the oscillator representation +:
+(EglN ) = XtX∗ + N
′
2
1, +(EglN ′ ) = tXX∗ + N
2
1.
(2) The determinants and the permanents of the matrices X′ and X∗′ are used in
the usual senses in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, because the entries of each matrix commute
with each other. In particular, since the usual determinant is alternating both in the
rows and in the columns, Theorem 4.1 can be simply rewritten as follows (the Capelli
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identity is usually known in this form):
L+(CglNk ) =
∑
∈I˜Nk , ′∈I˜N
′
k
detX′ detX∗′ = R+(CglN ′k ).
(3) Noting relation (4.2), we can regard these theorems as non-commutative analogues
of the following Cauchy–Binet identities for determinant and permanent:
det(AtB) =
∑
′∈I˜N ′k
detA′ detB′ ,
per (AtB) =
∑
′∈IN ′k
1
′!perA′ perB′ .
Here A and B are N ×N ′ matrices whose entries are commuting.
4.2. We have a similar relation in the Clifford algebra End◦(T −(CN ⊗ CN ′)).
The dual pair (GLN,GLN ′) ⊂ GLNN ′ can be also regarded as a dual pair in a
larger orthogonal group as follows. Put V = CN ⊗CN ′ , and let V ∗ be the copy of the
linear dual V †. We deﬁne a symmetric bilinear form (·, ·) on V ⊕ V ∗ by
(u+ u∗, v + v∗) = u∗(v)+ v∗(u), u, v ∈ V, u∗, v∗ ∈ V ∗,
so that V and V ∗ are maximal isotropic subspaces. The group GL(V ) acts on this space
V ⊕ V ∗ isometrically by g · (u, u∗) = (gu, tg−1u∗) with g ∈ GL(V ) and (u, u∗) ∈
V ⊕ V ∗. By this action we regard GL(V ) as the subgroup of O(V ⊕ V ∗). The two
groups GLN and GLN ′ still constitute a dual pair as the subgroups of O(V ⊕ V ∗).
These two groups GLN and GLN ′ , and their Lie algebras glN and glN ′ naturally act
on the exterior algebra T −(V ). These actions L− and R− are equal to the restrictions
of the spin representation − of o2NN ′ = o(V ⊕V ∗) up to scalar terms. Thus we have
the following equality as a special case of (2.2):
L−(ZU(glN)) = End◦(T −(V ))GLN×GLN ′ = R−(ZU(glN ′)). (4.3)
As a description of this equality we have an analogue of the Capelli identity. To see
this, let us express the actions L− and R− explicitly. Consider the operators
yij = M−(vij ), y∗ij = −(v∗ij )
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on T −(V ), and arrange the two matrices Y = (yij ) and Y ∗ = (y∗ij ). Then the actions
L− and R− of glN and glN ′ are expressed as follows:
L−(EglN ) = Y tY ∗, R−(EglN ′ ) = tYY ∗.
In this situation we have the following relation, essentially given in [N]:
Theorem 4.3. For k = 0, 1, . . . we have
L−(CglNk ) = (−)
k(k−1)
2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′! det Y′ det Y
∗
′
= (−) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!det-per Y′ det-per Y
∗
′
= (−) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!per
tY′ per tY ∗′ = R−(DglN ′k ).
Remarks. (1) The second and third equalities in Theorem 4.3 are easily seen from the
fact that the entries of Y (or Y ∗) are anti-commuting. In particular, the summations are
enough to be taken over  ∈ I˜Nk and ′ ∈ IN
′
k actually, because the function det-per is
alternating in the rows.
(2) There are the following differences between the actions L−, R− and the spin
representation −:
−(EglN ) = Y tY ∗ − N
′
2
1, −(EglN ′ ) = tYY ∗ − N
2
1.
(3) Precisely Nazarov gave a Capelli-type identity in the framework of Lie superalgebras
[N, Theorem 3]. We can regard Theorems 4.1–4.3 as special cases of this general result
(namely the cases of n = n′ = 0, m = m′ = 0, and n = m′ = 0).
4.3. The correspondences between two universal enveloping algebras given in Theorems
4.1–4.3 are rewritten in terms of the generating functions introduced in (3.5):
Corollary 4.4. We have
L+(CglN (u)) = R+(CglN ′ (u−N +N ′)) · uN−N ′ .
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Corollary 4.5. We have
L+(DglN (u)) = R+(DglN ′ (u−N +N ′)) · 1
uN−N ′
.
Corollary 4.6. We have
L−(CglN (u)) = (−)N ′R−(DglN ′ (−u+N +N ′ − 1)) · 1
uN+N ′
.
These are easily seen by straightforward calculations. The correspondences between
two universal enveloping algebras for the other irreducible reductive dual pairs will be
simply written as similar formulas in terms of generating functions (Theorems 7.2, 7.5,
7.8, and 7.11).
5. Calculations for determinants and permanents
To deal with the non-commutative determinants and permanents deﬁned in Section
3, it is convenient to express them using the exterior algebra and the symmetric tensor
algebra [NUW,I2,I3,I5,UI–U5]. In this section, we introduce these expressions, and
prove the relations stated in Sections 3 and 4.
Throughout this section, we ﬁx a sign  = ± and an N ×N matrix Z whose entries
are elements of an associative algebra A.
5.1. First we introduce an expression of h(Z). Let T N = T (CN) be the symmetric
or alternating tensor algebras on an N dimensional vector space:
T N = T (CN) = T (CN)/(ww′ − w′w).
From now on, we work on the tensor product algebra T N ⊗ A in which the two
subalgebras T N and A commute with each other. Let ei be the standard generators of
T N , and consider the element j =
∑N
i=1 eiZij ∈ T N ⊗A. Then, we have the following
relation by a direct calculation:
	 =
∑
∈INk
1
!e
h(Z	).
Here we denote x11 · · · xNN = x1 · · · x|| simply by x.
We can rewrite this expression more simply as follows:
h(Z	) =
〈
	
∣∣ e〉. (5.1)
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Here we deﬁne the symmetric bilinear form 〈· | ·〉 on T N by the formula
〈
e
∣∣ e′ 〉 = ′!
for e = 0 and e′ = 0 (and extend it naturally to a pairing T N ⊗A× T N → A). This
bilinear form is known as the “Fischer inner product,” when  = +.
We can express H (Z) similarly by doubling the formal variables. Namely we con-
sider the algebra T 2N = T (CN⊕CN), and work on the tensor product algebra T 2N⊗A.
Let e1, . . . , eN , e∗1, . . . , e∗N be the standard basis of C
N ⊕ CN , and consider the ele-
ments 
 =∑Ni,j=1 eie∗jZij and  =∑Ni=1 eie∗i in T 2N⊗A. Then we have the following
relation:

(k) =  k(k−1)2
∑
,	∈INk
1
!	!e
e∗	H (Z	).
Here x(k) means the divided power: x(k) = 1
k!x
k
. Moreover we have
H (Z	) = 
k(k−1)
2
〈

(k)
∣∣ ee∗	〉.
Here 〈· | ·〉 means the “Fischer inner product” on T 2N associated with the basis
e1, . . . , eN , e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
N . Namely we deﬁne this bilinear form by the formula
〈
ee∗	
∣∣ e′e∗	′ 〉 = ′		′!	! (5.2)
for ee∗	 = 0 and e′e∗	′ = 0. Moreover we can express H k as follows:
H k (Z) =
〈

(k)
∣∣ (k)〉, H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = 〈 1k!
(a1) · · ·
(ak)
∣∣ (k)〉. (5.3)
Here we put 
(a) =∑Ni,j=1 eie∗jZij (a). This is immediate from (5.2) and the following
relation:
(k) =  k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk
1
!e
e∗. (5.4)
It is convenient to introduce the following symbol for  ∈ T 2N :
〈

〉 = ∑
k0
〈

∣∣ (k)〉.
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Note that this is actually a ﬁnite sum. Using this notation we can rewrite the expression
(5.3) as follows:
H k (Z) =
〈

(k)
〉
, H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) =
〈 1
k!
(a1) · · ·
(ak)
〉
. (5.5)
Remarks. (1) From (5.3) we see that H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) does not depend on the order
of the parameters a1, . . . , ak .
(2) The bilinear form (5.2) can be expressed in terms of derivations as follows. We
identify V = CN ⊕ CN with its linear dual V † by the map ei → e†i and e∗i → e∗†i ,
where e†1, . . . , e
†
N, e
∗†
1 , . . . , e
∗†
N is the dual basis of e1, . . . , eN , e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
N . Moreover
we extend the map  : V → End◦(T (V )) to an anti-homomorphism  : T (V ) →
End◦(T (V )). Then, the bilinear form can be expressed as〈

∣∣′〉 = p(()′). (5.6)
Here p is the projection T (V ) → T (0)(V ) = C according to the standard grading
T (V ) =⊕k0 T (k)(V ).
5.2. Let us prove some properties of the function H k stated in Section 3.
First, we can show Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 as applications of the following lemma,
an elementary fact for the “Fischer inner product” 〈· | ·〉. This is easily seen from
expression (5.6).
Lemma 5.1. Consider the standard action of g ∈ GL2N on the vector space CN⊕CN ,
which is naturally extended to an automorphism of T 2N . In this situation, we have thefollowing relation for ,′ ∈ T 2N :〈

∣∣′〉 = 〈g ∣∣ tg−1′〉.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. For g ∈ GLN , we put
hg = diag(g, tg−1) =
(
g 0
0 tg−1
)
∈ GL2N,
and consider its natural action on T 2N ⊗ A. By direct calculations, we have the re-
lations hg
Z(a) = 
gZg−1(a) and th−1g  =  for 
Z(a) =
∑N
i,j=1 eie∗jZij (a) and
 =∑Ni=1 eie∗i . Since hg and th−1g are automorphisms of T 2N ⊗A, we have〈

gZg−1(u1) · · ·
gZg−1(uk)
∣∣ (k)〉 = 〈hg
Z(u1) · · ·hg
Z(uk) ∣∣ (th−1g )(k)〉
= 〈
Z(u1) · · ·
Z(uk) ∣∣ (k)〉.
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Here, we used Lemma 5.1 for the second equality. By (5.3) this implies our
assertion. 
Proposition 3.4 is similarly shown by considering an involution determined by ei →
e∗i and e∗i → ei instead of hg .
Next, Proposition 3.7 can be proved by using some commutation relations:
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Let us denote EglNij and EglN simply by Eij and E, re-
spectively. We put i (u) =
∑N
j=1 ejEij (u). Then 
(u) = 
E(u) is written as 
(u) =∑N
i=1 i (u)e∗i . Using this and the relation e∗i j (u) = j (u)e∗i , we have

(u− (k − 1))
(u− (k − 2)) · · ·
(u)
=
∑
1 i1,...,ikN
i1(u− (k − 1))e∗i1i2(u− (k − 2))e∗i2 · · ·ik (u)e∗ik
=  k(k−1)2
∑
1 i1,...,ikN
i1(u− (k − 1))i2(u− (k − 2)) · · ·ik (u)
×e∗i1e∗i2 · · · e∗ik .
The factors i (a) can be reordered by using the commutation relation
i (a − 1)j (a) = j (a − 1)i (a).
This itself follows from the relation [Eij , Ekl] = kjEil − ilEkj . Thus we have

(u− (k − 1))
(u− (k − 2)) · · ·
(u)
=  k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk
k!
!1(u− (k − 1))2(u− (k − 2)) · · ·k(u)
×e∗1e∗2 · · · e∗k .
Comparing this equality with relations (5.1), (5.3), and (5.4), we reach to the
assertion. 
5.3. Under expressions (3.7) for CglNk and D
glN
k , we can prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2,
namely the Capelli identity and its permanent version as follows:
Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Let us denote EglN simply by E. Since we have the
relation L+(E) = XtX∗, we can write 
 = 
L+(E) as

 =
N ′∑
j=1
j
∗
j (5.7)
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with the elements
j =
N∑
i=1
eixij , 
∗
j =
N∑
i=1
e∗i x∗ij .
By direct calculations, these j and ∗j satisfy the commutation relations
{i , j }− = {∗i , ∗j }− = 0, {∗i , j }− = ij . (5.8)
Here we deﬁne the symbol { · , · }± by {a, b}± = ab ± ba. Moreover, combining (5.7)
and (5.8), we have the commutation relation

(u− 1)j = j
(u). (5.9)
Here we put 
(u) = 
L+(E)(u) = 
 + u (note that  =
∑N
i=1 eie∗i is central in
T 2N ⊗ End◦(T +(V ))). Then, using relations (5.7) and (5.9) repeatedly, we have

(−(k − 1))
(−(k − 2)) · · ·
(−1)
(−0)
=
∑
1 j1N ′

(−(k − 1))
(−(k − 2)) · · ·
(−1)j1∗j1
=
∑
1 j1N ′
j1
(−(k − 2))
(−(k − 3)) · · ·
(−0)∗j1
...
=
∑
1 j1,...,jkN ′
j1 · · · jk∗jk · · · ∗j1 .
By (5.8) this is equal to
∑
	∈IN ′k
k!
	!1	 · · · k	
∗
1	 · · · ∗k	 .
Since we have (5.1), (5.3), and (5.4), this implies the ﬁrst equality of our assertion.
Namely Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 correspond with the cases  = − and  = +, respectively.
The proof of the second equality is almost the same. 
Theorem 4.3 is also proved similarly.
5.4. The function H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) with k parameters are written as a linear combi-
nation of H 0(Z), . . . , H

k (Z):
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Proposition 5.2. For an N ×N matrix Z, we have
H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) =
k∑
l=0
l
(N + k − 1)l
kl
el(a1, . . . , ak)H

k−l (Z).
Here el(a1, . . . , ak) is the lth elementary symmetric polynomial in a1, . . . , ak .
To show this expansion formula, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3. For a homogeneous element  in T 2N of degree 2k, we have
〈

〉 = (N + k)〈〉.
Proof. We prove this lemma under expression (5.6) of the bilinear form 〈 · | · 〉. First
note the Leibniz rule for the derivation (v) with v ∈ CN ⊕ CN :
(v)′ = ((v)) · ′ + deg  · ((v)′). (5.10)
Here  and ′ are homogeneous elements of T 2N . Using this Leibniz rule and the
relations
(ei) = e∗i , (e∗i ) = ei,
we have
()k+1 =
N∑
i=1
(eie∗i )k+1 =
N∑
i=1
(e∗i )

(ei)k+1 = (k + 1)
N∑
i=1
(e∗i )e∗i k
= (k + 1)
N∑
i=1
{k + ke∗i eik−1} = (k + 1)(N + k)k
(recall that  is an anti-automorphism). Thus we have
〈

〉 = 〈 ∣∣ (k+1)〉 = ()(k+1) = ()()(k+1)
= (N + k)()(k) = (N + k)〈 ∣∣ (k)〉 = (N + k)〈〉,
and hence the assertion. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. Since  is central in T 2N ⊗A, we have the following by a
direct calculation:
H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) =
1
k!
〈
(
+ a1) · · · (
+ ak)
〉
=
k∑
l=0
1
k!el(a1, . . . , ak)
〈

k−ll
〉
.
Using Lemma 5.3 repeatedly, we can rewrite 〈
k−ll〉 as follows:
〈

k−ll
〉 = (N + (k − 1))(N + (k − 2)) · · · (N + (k − l))〈
k−l 〉
= (k − l)!l (N + (k − 1))lH k−l (Z).
Thus we have the assertion. 
5.5. To deal with relations such as Proposition 5.2 more conveniently, let us consider
the symbol  = Z , and deﬁne the linear map 〈 · 〉 : C[] → A by
〈
k
〉 := 1
N(N + ) · · · (N + (k − 1))
〈

k
〉 = (−)k(−N
k
)−1
H k (Z).
Then, by a direct calculation, we have
H k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = (−)k
(−N
k
)〈
(+ a1) · · · (+ ak)
〉
. (5.11)
Using this notation, we have the following expressions of the Capelli-type elements.
Namely, putting Z = EglN , we have
C
glN
k =
(
N
k
)〈
k
〉−
, D
glN
k = (−)k
(−N
k
)〈
k
〉+
.
Let us extend 〈 · 〉 to the linear map C[]{u} → A{u}. Here A{u} means the algebra
of formal power series: A{u} = {∑∞k=n akuk | ak ∈ A, n ∈ Z}. Then we can express
CglN (u) and DglN (u) as follows:
CglN (u) = 〈(u− )N 〉−, DglN (u) = 〈(u+ 1− )−N 〉+ = 〈1/(u− )N 〉+. (5.12)
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Here we deﬁne u−k and u−k for k > 0 by u−k = 1/(u − 1)k and u−k = 1/(u + 1)k .
For example, the second equality of (5.12) is shown as follows:
DglN (u) =
∑
k0
D
glN
k · (u+ 1)−N−k =
∑
k0
(−)k
(−N
k
)〈
k
〉+
(u+ 1)−N−k
=
∑
k0
(−N
k
)〈
(−)k 〉+(u+ 1)−N−k = 〈(u+ 1− )−N 〉+.
Here the fourth equality is a consequence of the binomial expansions for the rising
and falling factorial powers:
(x + y)n =
∑
k0
(
n
k
)
xkyn−k, (x + y)n =
∑
k0
(
n
k
)
xkyn−k.
The ﬁrst equality in (5.12) is similarly shown.
Remarks. (1) We can write  = 
−1 formally. Indeed, applying Lemma 5.3 formally,
we have
〈
(
−1)k
〉 = 〈
k−k 〉 = 1
N(N + ) · · · (N + (k − 1))
〈

k
〉
.
(2) The ﬁrst equality of (5.12) means
CglN (u) = DetN(u1− EglN ) = DetN(u1− EglN ; −N + 1,−N + 2, . . . , 0). (5.13)
By Proposition 3.7, this is also written as follows:
det(u1− EglN − diag(N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 0)).
Similarly, if we interpret “
(−N
−N
) = 1” (unfortunately this is not correct. we usually
deﬁne
(−N
−N
) = 0), we can regard the second equality of (5.12) as
“DglN (u) = Per−N(EglN − (u+ 1)1).” (5.14)
Here we used the notation deﬁned in (3.8).
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6. The Capelli-type elements for oN and spN
Before going to the main results, we deﬁne Capelli-type elements for the Lie algebras
oN and spN .
6.1. As seen in Proposition 3.5, the function H±k gives central elements of the universal
enveloping algebra U(glN). We have a similar fact for the orthogonal and symplectic
Lie algebras. To see this, we ﬁrst consider a matrix whose entries are generators of
g = oN or spN as an analogue of the matrix EglN . Fix a non-degenerate symmetric
or alternating matrix J associated to the bilinear form deﬁning G = ON or SpN :
G = Isom(J ) = {g ∈ GLN | tgJg = J }. Then the Lie algebra g = oN , spN is
realized in glN as g = {Z ∈ glN | tZJ + JZ = 0}. We take F gij = EglNij − J−1EglNji J
as generators of g, and arrange the matrix F g = (F gij ). Then we have the following
proposition:
Proposition 6.1. The quantity H±k (F g ; a1, . . . , ak) belongs to U(g)G.
Since the function H±k is invariant under the conjugations as seen in Proposition 3.3,
Proposition 6.1 is easy to see from the following lemma. This lemma itself is easily
checked by a direct calculation:
Lemma 6.2. The matrix F g satisﬁes the following relation for g ∈ G:
(Ad(g)F gij ) = (gF gij g−1) = tg ·F g ·tg−1.
6.2. As Capelli-type elements for oN and spN , we consider
C
oN
k = Detk(F oN ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0),
D
spN
k = Perk(F spN ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0),
C
spN
k = Det′k(F spN ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0),
D
oN
k = Per′k(F oN ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0).
(6.1)
Here, suggested by the expression of H±k given in Proposition 5.2, we deﬁne the
functions H ′−k = Det′k and H ′+k = Per′k of an N ×N matrix Z by the formula
H ′k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) =
k∑
l=0
l
(N + k − 2)l
kl
el(a1, . . . , ak)H

k−l (Z).
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We can also express this as
H ′k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak) =
1
−N − k + 1Q
−N+1
t H

k (t
−1Z ; a1, . . . , ak). (6.2)
Here we deﬁne the symbol Qkt by
Qkt f (t) =
d
dt
tkf (t)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
.
The deﬁnitions of CspNk and D
oN
k might seem a bit strange at this point, but these
elements satisfy good relations as seen in Sections 7 and 13. It is easy to see that
each element in (6.1) generates the algebra U(oN)ON or U(spN)SpN when k runs over
0, 1, . . . by considering the Harish-Chandra isomorphism.
Remarks. (1) We can express Det′k = H ′−k as follows:
Det′k(Z ; a1, . . . , ak) = Detk(Ẑ ; a1, . . . , ak).
Indeed we have Detk(Z) = Detk(Ẑ). Here, Ẑ is the square matrix of size N+1 whose
entries are equal to those of Z except that the entries of the last row and the last
column are zero:
Ẑ =


0
Z
...
0 · · · 0

 .
In particular, CspNk is essentially equal to the Capelli-type elements given in [I5].
However, it seems not so easy to express Per′k similarly for general parameters.
(2) The following relations hold:
H±k (F
g ; a1, . . . , ak) = (−)kH±k (F g ; −a1, . . . ,−ak),
H ′±k (F
g ; a1, . . . , ak) = (−)kH ′±k (F g ; −a1, . . . ,−ak).
These are easily seen from Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and the relation
J−1F gJ + tF g = 0, (6.3)
which follows from the deﬁnition of the matrix F g by a direct calculation. In particular,
when k is odd, the Capelli elements CoNk , D
oN
k , C
spN
k , and D
spN
k are equal to zero.
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Moreover, when k is even, the last parameter 0 in (6.1) can be replaced by any scalar.
Indeed we have the following relations:
H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, x)+H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, y)
= 2H±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, x+y2 ),
H ′±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, x)+H ′±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, y)
= 2H ′±k (Z ; a1, . . . , ak−1, x+y2 ).
These are easily seen from (5.3) and (6.2).
(3) When J = 1, the matrix F oN satisﬁes the following formula for determinants
similar to Proposition 3.7 (see [I2,I5,IU]):
∑
∈I˜Nk
det(F oN + u1+ diag(k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0))
= Detk(F oN + u1 ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0).
The left-hand side is essentially equal to the central elements given in [HU] in terms
of the column-determinant. Using this relation and the previous remark, we can express
C
oN
2k in terms of the column-determinant, when J = 1 ([I2,I5,IU]).
(4) The elements CoN2k and D
spN
2k can be also expressed in terms of Pfafﬁans and
Hafnians:
C
oN
2k =
∑
∈I˜N2k
Pf(F oN J )Pf(J−1F oN ),
D
spN
2k =
∑
∈IN2k
1
!Hf(F
spN J )Hf(J−1F spN ).
Here we deﬁne the Pfafﬁan Pf A for a 2k × 2k alternating matrix A = (Aij ) and the
Hafnian Hf B for a 2k × 2k symmetric matrix B = (Bij ) as follows:
Pf A = 1
2kk!
∑
∈S2k
sgn()A(1)(2)A(3)(4) · · ·A(2k−1)(2k),
Hf B = 1
2kk!
∑
∈S2k
B(1)(2)B(3)(4) · · ·B(2k−1)(2k).
The ﬁrst relation was given in [IU]. The proof of the second relation and more detailed
discussions will be given in another paper.
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6.3. We also consider the generating functions of these central elements:
CoN (u) = ∑
k0
C
oN
k u
[N−k], DspN (u) = ∑
k0
D
spN
k u
[−N−k],
CspN (u) = ∑
k0
C
spN
k u
[N−k]′ , DoN (u) = ∑
k0
D
oN
k u
[−N−k]′ .
(6.4)
Here x[k] and x[k]′ are deﬁned by
x[k] = xk−1 · x, x[k]′ = xk+1 · x−1,
where xk is a kind of factorial function deﬁned by
xk = (x + k−12 )(x + k−32 ) · · · (x − k−12 )
for k0. When k < 0, we put xk = 1/x−k .
Remark. Note that the deﬁnition of CspN (u) is a bit different from that in [I5].
6.4. For convenience, we put Ag,+ = Dg and Ag,− = Cg. Then, we can rewrite
deﬁnition (6.1) as
A
g,
k = H k (F g ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0),
A
g,−
k = H ′−k (F g ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0).
Here we denote spN and oN by g+ and g− respectively. Similarly, deﬁnition (6.4) is
rewritten as
Ag
,(u) =
∑
k0
A
g,
k u
[−N−k], Ag,−(u) =
∑
k0
A
g,−
k u
[N−k]′ .
Moreover these are expressed in terms of the symbols  = F g and 〈 · 〉± deﬁned in
Section 5.5 as follows. First, by (5.11) and (6.2), we have
A
g,
k =
(−N
k
)〈
[k]
〉
, (6.5)
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A
g,−
k =
1
N − k + 1
(
N
k
)
QN+1t
〈
(t−1)[k]
〉−
= 1
N + 1
(
N + 1
k
)
QN+1t
〈
(t−1)[k]
〉−
. (6.6)
Here  can be replaced by −, because Ag,k = Ag
,
k = 0 when k is odd. Next, their
generating functions are expressed as
Ag
,(u) = 〈(u± )[−N ]〉, (6.7)
Ag
,−(u) = 1
N + 1Q
N+1
t
〈
(u± t−1)N+1〉− · u−1. (6.8)
These can be checked in a way similar to (5.12) by using the following binomial
expansions (these can be checked by induction):
(x + y)[n] =
∑
k0
(
n
k
)
x[k]y[n−k], (x + y)n =
∑
k0
(
n
k
)
x[k]yn−k. (6.9)
Remarks. (1) Suggested by the notation (3.8), we introduce the following symbols:
H±[k](Z) = H±k (Z ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0),
H ′±[k](Z) = H ′±k (Z ; k2 − 1, k2 − 2, . . . ,− k2 + 1, 0).
Then deﬁnition (6.1) is rewritten as
A
g,
k = H [k](F g

), A
g,−
k = H ′−[k] (F g

).
Moreover, relation (6.7) can be written as follows. These can be regarded as the coun-
terparts of (5.13) and (5.14). First we have
CoN (u) = Det[N ](u1± F oN ).
Next, in the same sense as (5.14), namely interpreting “(−N−N) = 1,” we have
“DspN (u) = Per[−N ](F spN ± u1).”
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(2) The following expression of CspN (u) can be shown in a similar way [I5]:
CspN (u) = DetN+1(u1± F̂ spN ; N2 , N2 − 1, . . . ,−N2 ) · u−1.
However it seems difﬁcult to express DoN (u) similarly.
7. Main results
In this section we state the main results of this paper, namely Capelli-type identities
for the dual pairs (ON, SpN ′), (SpN,ON ′) in SpNN ′ and (ON,ON ′), (SpN, SpN ′) in
ONN ′ .
7.1. Let (V , (·, ·)) and (V ′, (·, ·)′) be N and N ′ dimensional complex vector spaces
with bilinear forms, respectively. Suppose that these bilinear forms are symmetric or
alternating. Namely we have (v1, v2)+ (v2, v1) = 0 and (v′1, v′2)′ + ′(v′2, v′1)′ = 0 with
ﬁxed signs  = ± and ′ = ±. Then, we have a natural (symmetric or alternating)
non-degenerate bilinear form on the tensor space V ⊗ V ′. The two isometry groups
G = Isom(V ) and G′ = Isom(V ′) are known to form a dual pair in Isom(V ⊗ V ′).
First let us consider the case ′ = −, namely the case Isom(V ⊗V ′) = Sp(V ⊗V ′).
We denote the restrictions of the oscillator representation + of sp(V ⊗ V ′) to g =
Lie(G) and g′ = Lie(G′) by L and R, respectively. These are expressed explicitly as
follows. Let pij be the canonical basis of V ⊗ V ′. The dual basis p∗ij can be also
regarded as the basis of V ⊗ V ′ through the bilinear form. These elements satisfy the
following commutation relations as elements of the Weyl algebra R+(V ⊗ V ′):
[pij , pkl] = JikJ ′j l, [p∗ij , p∗kl] = J kiJ ′lj , [p∗ij , pkl] = ikj l . (7.1)
Here J and J ′ are the matrices associated to the bilinear form (·, ·) and (·, ·)′, respec-
tively, and Zij means the (i, j) entry of the inverse matrix Z−1. From these elements
we arrange the matrices P = (pij ) and P ∗ = (p∗ij ). Note the relation P ∗ = J−1P tJ ′−1.
Then the actions L and R are expressed as follows [H1]:
L(F g) = P tP ∗ + n′1, R(F g′) = tPP ∗ + n1.
Here we put n = N/2 and n′ = N ′/2.
When (, ′) = (−,+), namely when (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′), we have the following
relations:
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Theorem 7.1. When (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(Detk(F oN − n′1 ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)) =
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!det P′ det P
∗
′ .
Theorem 7.2. When (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′), we have
L(CoN (u)) = R(CspN ′ (u)) · u[N−N ′].
Theorem 7.2 can be expanded as follows (for the proof, see Section 7.3).
Corollary 7.3. When (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(C
oN
2k ) =
k∑
l=0
1
l! (n− k + 1)
l(n′ − k + 1)l(n− n′ − 1)lR(CspN ′2k−2l ).
Theorem 7.1 is the counterpart of the left half of the Capelli identity. The element
B
oN ,(−,+)
k = Detk(F oN − n′1 ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0)
in the left-hand side is known to generate the algebra U(oN)ON , when k runs over
0, 1, . . .. Hence Theorem 7.1 can be regarded as a description of the ﬁrst equality
of (2.1) in the case (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′). Similarly Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 7.3
describe the correspondence of the invariants of two universal enveloping algebras in
(2.1). Theorem 7.2 is the counterpart of Corollary 4.4, the generating function version
of the Capelli identity. The proof of Theorem 7.2 is much more difﬁcult than that
of Theorem 7.1. These two theorems give a complete description of equality (2.1) in
terms of generators. Indeed the explicit relation between BoN ,(−,+)k and C
oN
2k is given
in Proposition 7.17.
Remarks. (1) In this case (G,G′) = (ON, SpN ′), the following equalities hold:
det P′ = Det P′ , det P ∗′ = Det P ∗′ . (7.2)
However these are not equal to det tP′ and det tP ∗′ in general. These equalities are
easily seen in the proofs of the main theorems. Since the function “Det” is alternating
both in the rows and in the columns, we see that the right-hand side in Theorem 7.1
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is actually rewritten as
∑
∈I˜Nk , ′∈I˜N
′
k
det P′ det P ∗′ .
(2) Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 are essentially equal to the main theorems of [I5].
We have similar relations written in terms of permanents in the same situation,
namely in the case of the dual pair (ON, SpN ′). However, to state these relations,
it is convenient to exchange the roles of ON and SpN ′ . Hence let us consider the
case (, ′) = (+,−) instead of the case (, ′) = (−,+). In this case, namely when
(G,G′) = (SpN,ON ′), we have the following relations:
Theorem 7.4. When (G,G′) = (SpN,ON ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(Perk(F spN − n′1 ; −k + 1,−k + 2, . . . , 0)) =
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!per P′ per P
∗
′ .
Theorem 7.5. When (G,G′) = (SpN,ON ′), we have
L(DspN (u)) = R(DoN ′ (u)) · u[−N+N ′].
Corollary 7.6. When (G,G′) = (SpN,ON ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(D
spN
2k ) =
k∑
l=0
1
l! (−n− k + 1)
l(−n′ − k + 1)l(−n+ n′ − 1)lR(DoN ′2k−2l ).
Remark. In this case (G,G′) = (SpN,ON ′), the following relations hold:
per P′ = Per P′ , per P ∗′ = Per P ∗′ . (7.3)
However these are not equal to per tP′ and per tP ∗′ in general.
7.2. We have similar results in the case ′ = +, namely the case Isom(V ⊗ V ′) =
O(V ⊗ V ′). We denote the restrictions of the spin representation − of o(V ⊗ V ′) to
g = Lie(G) and g′ = Lie(G′) by L and R, respectively. These are expressed explicitly
as follows. Let pij be the canonical basis of V ⊗ V ′. The dual basis p∗ij can be also
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regarded as the basis of V ⊗ V ′ through the bilinear form. These elements satisfy the
following commutation relations as elements of the Clifford algebra R−(V ⊗ V ′):
{pij , pkl} = JikJ ′j l, {p∗ij , p∗kl} = J kiJ ′lj , {p∗ij , pkl} = ikj l . (7.4)
Here J and J ′ are the matrices associated to the bilinear forms (·, ·) and (·, ·)′, respec-
tively. From these elements we arrange the matrices P = (pij ) and P ∗ = (p∗ij ), so that
we have the relation P ∗ = J−1P tJ ′−1. Then the actions L and R are expressed with
n = N/2 and n′ = N ′/2 as follows [H1]:
L(F g) = P tP ∗ − n′1, R(F g′) = tPP ∗ − n1.
When (, ′) = (−,−), namely when (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have the following
relations:
Theorem 7.7. When (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(Detk(F oN + n′1 ; k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 0))
= (−) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!det P′ det P
∗
′ .
Theorem 7.8. When (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have
L(CoN (u)) = R(DoN ′ (u)) · u[N+N ′].
Corollary 7.9. When (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(C
oN
2k ) =
k∑
l=0
1
l! (n− k + 1)
l(−n′ − k + 1)l(n+ n′ − 1)lR(DoN ′2k−2l ).
Remark. In this case (G,G′) = (ON,ON ′), the following relations hold:
det P′ = det-per P′ , det P ∗′ = det-per P ∗′ . (7.5)
However these are not equal to per tP′ and per tP ∗′ in general.
When (, ′) = (+,+), namely when (G,G′) = (SpN, SpN ′), we have the following
relations.
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Theorem 7.10. When (G,G′) = (SpN, SpN ′), we have the following relation for
k = 0, 1, . . .:
L(Perk(F spN + n′1 ; −k + 1,−k + 2, . . . , 0))
= (−) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!per P′ per P
∗
′ .
Theorem 7.11. When (G,G′) = (SpN, SpN ′), we have
L(DspN (u)) = R(CspN ′ (u)) · u[−N−N ′].
Corollary 7.12. When (G,G′) = (SpN, SpN ′), we have the following relation for k =
0, 1, . . .:
L(D
spN
2k ) =
k∑
l=0
1
l! (−n− k + 1)
l(n′ − k + 1)l(−n− n′ − 1)lR(CspN ′2k−2l ).
Remark. In this case (G,G′) = (SpN, SpN ′), the following relations hold:
per P′ = per-det P′ , per P ∗′ = per-det P ∗′ . (7.6)
However these are not equal to det tP′ and det tP ∗′ in general.
As seen in Theorems 7.1, 7.4, 7.7, and 7.10, we can express the actions of the
determinant-type elements in U(oN) and the permanent-type elements in U(spN) sim-
ply. However similar relations do not seem to hold for the permanent-type elements
in U(oN) and the determinant-type elements in U(spN) (see Section 9). A similar
phenomenon was also observed in [MN].
7.3. By using two parameters  = ± and ′ = ±, these formulas for four dual pairs
can be written as follows. In the algebra R−′(CN ⊗ CN ′), we have the following
relations:
Theorem 7.13. For k = 0, 1, . . . we have
L(H k (F
g + ′n′1 ; −(k − 1),−(k − 2), . . . ,−0))
= (−′) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk , ′∈IN
′
k
1
!′!h
(P′) · h(P ∗′)
= (−′) k(k−1)2
∑
∈INk ,	∈IN
′
k
1
!′!H
,−′(P′) ·H ,−′(P ∗′).
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Theorem 7.14. We have
L(Ag,(u)) = R(Ag′,−′(u)) · u[−N−′N ′].
Corollary 7.15. For k = 0, 1, . . . we have
L(A
g,
2k ) =
k∑
l=0
1
l! (−n− k + 1)
l(′n′ − k + 1)l(−n− ′n′ − 1)lR(Ag′,−′2k−2l ).
Corollary 7.15 is equivalent to Theorem 7.14. This fact can be seen by using the
following expansion formula, which itself can be shown by induction:
Lemma 7.16. We have
umun =
∑
k0
1
k!
(
m− 1
2
)k (
n− 1
2
)k (
m+ n
2
)k
u[m+n−2k].
Combining Theorems 7.13 and 7.14, we have an explicit description of (2.1) and
(2.2) in terms of generators. Indeed the element
B
g,(,′)
X = H X(F g + ′n′1 ; −(X − 1),−(X − 2), . . . ,−0)
in Theorem 7.13 is related with Ag,X as follows:
Proposition 7.17. We have
B
g,(,′)
X = (−)X
X∑
Z=0
1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z( 
′N ′−X+1
2 )
ZA
g,
X−Z.
Proof. We can express Bg,(,
′)
X in terms of the symbols  = F g and 〈 · 〉± as
B
g,(,′)
X = (−)X
(−N
X
)
×〈(+ ′n− (X − 1))(+ ′n− (X − 2)) · · · (+ ′n)〉.
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Hence we have
B
g,(,′)
X = (−)X
(−N
X
)〈
(+ ′n− (X − 1)/2)X〉
=
∑
Z0
(−)X
(−N
X
)(
X
Z
)
(′n− (X − 1)/2)Z 〈[X−Z]〉
=
∑
Z0
(−)X
(−N
X
)(
X
Z
)( −N
X − Z
)−1
Z(′n− (X − 1)/2)ZAg,X−Z
= (−)X
∑
Z0
X−Z 1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z( 
′N ′−X+1
2 )
ZA
g,
X−Z.
Here we used the binomial expansion (6.9) and expression (6.5) of Ag,X . This means
the assertion, because Ag,X = 0 when X is odd.
8. Proof of the ﬁrst main theorem
In the remainder of this paper, we prove Theorems 7.13 and 7.14. First, the proof
of Theorem 7.13 is almost the same as that of the original Capelli identity:
Proof of Theorem 7.13. We consider the algebra T 2N = T (CN ⊕ CN), and work
on the tensor product algebra T 2N ⊗ R−
′
(CN ⊗ CN ′). Let e1, . . . , eN , e∗1, . . . , e∗N
be the standard generators of T 2N . We put 
 = 
L(F g) =
∑N
i,j=1 eie∗jL(F
g
ij ) and
 =∑Ni=1 eie∗i . Then, we can express this 
 as

(′n′) =
N ′∑
j=1
j
∗
j (8.1)
by the relation L(F g) = P tP ∗ − ′n′1. Here we put 
(u) = 
+ u and
j =
N∑
i=1
eipij , 
∗
j =
N∑
i=1
e∗i p∗ij .
These j and ∗j satisfy the following commutation relations:
{i , j }′ = {∗i , ∗j }
′ = 0, {∗i , j }
′ = ij . (8.2)
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These are easily seen from relations (7.1) and (7.4). Moreover, combining (8.1) and
(8.2), we have the following commutation relation between 
(u) and j :

(u− 1)j = j
(u). (8.3)
These relations (8.1)–(8.3) are almost the same as (5.7)–(5.9). Thus, we can prove our
assertion in a way similar to the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
Remark. From relation (8.2), we can easily see relations (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), and (7.6)
between some types of determinants and permanents (and hence we see the second
equality of Theorem 7.13).
9. Plan to prove the second main theorem
In this section, we give a blueprint for the proof of Theorem 7.14. The outline is
almost the same as that of [I5].
First we study the action R of g′ in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 7.13.
Namely we consider the algebra T −
′
2N ′ = T −
′
(CN
′ ⊕ CN ′), and work on the tensor
product algebra T −
′
2N ′ ⊗R−
′
(CN ⊗CN ′). Let e1, . . . , eN ′ , e∗1, . . . , e∗N ′ be the standard
generators of T −
′
2N ′ . We put 
 = 
R(F g′ ) =
∑N ′
i,j=1 eie∗jR(F
g′
ij ) and  =
∑N ′
i=1 eie∗i .
Then, we have

(′n) =
N∑
i=1
i
∗
i (9.1)
by the relation R(F g′) = tPP ∗ − ′n1. Here we put 
(u) = 
+ u and
i =
N ′∑
j=1
ejpij , 
∗
i =
N ′∑
j=1
e∗jp∗ij .
These i and ∗i satisfy the commutation relations
{i , j }− = 2Jij , {∗i , ∗j }− = 2∗J ji, {∗i , j }− = −′ij . (9.2)
This is seen from relations (7.1) and (7.4) by direct calculations. Here we put
2 =
N ′∑
i,j=1
J ′ij eiej , 2
∗ =
N ′∑
i,j=1
J ′jie∗i e∗j .
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Since {i , j }− = 0 and {∗i , ∗j }− = 0, we cannot apply the method in the previous
section to this case so simply.
To overcome this obstacle, let us express both sides of Theorem 7.13 in terms of i
and ∗i . First, by the deﬁnition of the function H ,−
′
, we have the following relations:
1
X! {1 , . . . , X}
 =
∑
′∈IN ′k
1
′!e
′H ,−′(P′),
1
X! {
∗
1 , . . . , 
∗
X
} =
∑
′∈IN ′k
1
′!e
∗′H ,−′(P ∗′).
Here we deﬁne the symbol {x1, . . . , xk} by
{x1, . . . , xk} =
∑
∈Sk
[
sgn()
]
x(1) · · · x(k).
Noting this, we put
X =
∑
∈INX

X(X−1)
2
1
!
1
X! {1 , . . . , X}
 1
X! {
∗
1 , . . . , 
∗
X
} (9.3)
for X1. We also put 0 = 1. Then 〈X〉−′ is equal to both sides of Theorem 7.13:
〈
X
〉−′ = (−′)X(X−1)2 ∑
∈INX , ′∈IN
′
X
1
!′!H
,−′(P′)H ,−
′
(P ∗′)
= L(Bg,(,′)X ). (9.4)
This X satisﬁes the following recursion formula:
Lemma 9.1. Put  = −∗. Then we have
XX = X−1
(′n+ ′(X − 1))− (−N −X + 2)X−2.
Moreover we have the following relation:
Lemma 9.2. Denote by x(r) the divided power: x(r) = 1
r!x
r
. Then we have
〈

(Y )(r)
〉−′ = ( ′N ′−Y2 )r 〈
(Y )〉−′ .
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We will show these two lemmas in Sections 10 and 11. Using these lemmas, we can
express L(Bg,(,
′)
X ) = 〈X〉−
′
as the image of a central element of U(g′) as follows.
First, using Lemma 9.1 repeatedly, we can rewrite X in terms of 
 and . Moreover,
using Lemmas 9.2 and 5.3, we can rewrite 〈X〉−′ as a linear combination of 〈
k〉−′ ,
namely in terms of the image of H−
′
k (F
g′).
In Section 12, we will prove Theorem 7.14 in this way.
10. Proof of Lemma 9.1
To prove the recursion formula, Lemma 9.1, we give a new expression of X ∈
T −
′
2N ′ ⊗R−
′
(CN⊗CN ′) using commuting or anti-commuting formal variables. Namely
we consider the algebra T N = T (CN) and its standard generators f1, . . . , fN . We
deﬁne the operators † and ∗ acting on the tensor product algebra T N ⊗ T −
′
2N ′ ⊗
R−′(CN ⊗ CN ′) as follows:
† =
N∑
i=1
i

(f
†
i ), 
∗ =
N∑
i=1
∗i M(fi).
Here f †i ∈ (CN)† is the dual basis of fi , and M(fi) and (f †i ) mean the multiplication
and derivation operators deﬁned in Section 1. Then X is expressed as follows:
X1 = †(X)∗(X)1.
Here 1 means the unit of the algebra T N , and x(k) means the divided power. This
expression is easily shown in a way similar to the discussions in Section 5.
In this section we regard the elements 
, , , and ∗ ∈ T −′2N ′ ⊗ R−
′
(CN ⊗
CN
′
) as operators on this tensor product algebra T N ⊗ T −
′
2N ′ ⊗ R−
′
(CN ⊗ CN ′) by
multiplication. The following commutation relations between †, ∗ and these operators
can be deduced from (9.2) by direct calculations:
Lemma 10.1. We have the relation

(u)∗ = ∗
(u+ ′1)+ 2∗˜.
Here ˜ is deﬁned with f˜i =∑Nj=1 J jifj as follows:
˜ =
N∑
i=1
iM
(f˜i).
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Lemma 10.2. We have the relations
[∗, ˜] = 0, [†, ˜] = −(2+ N), [†,∗] = 
(′n)+ ′.
Here we put  =∑Ni=1M(fi)(f †i ).
Note that , , and ∗ are central in End◦(T N)⊗ T −
′
2N ′ ⊗R−
′
(CN ⊗CN ′). To show
Lemma 9.1, we ﬁrst prove the following relation:
Lemma 10.3. We have
†∗X1 = X∗X−1
(′n+ ′(X − 1))1+X(X − 1)∗˜∗X−21.
Proof. We prove this by induction on X. First, the assertion obviously holds for X = 0.
Next, assume the assertion in the case of an integer X. Then, using the third relation
in Lemma 10.2, we have
†∗X+11 = ∗†∗X1+ 
(′n)∗X1+ ′∗X1. (10.1)
By the assumption in the case of X, the ﬁrst term of the right-hand side is equal to
X∗X
(′n+ ′(X − 1))1+X(X − 1)∗˜∗X−11.
Here we also used the ﬁrst relation of Lemma 10.2. By Lemma 10.1, the second term
of the right-hand side of (10.1) is equal to
∗X
(′n+ ′X)1+ 2X∗˜∗X−11.
Indeed ∗ and ˜ commute as seen in Lemma 10.2. Finally the third term of the
right-hand side of (10.1) is written as
′∗X1 = ′X∗X1 = ′X∗X1.
Thus we have the following relation, namely the case of X + 1:
†∗X+11 = (X + 1)∗X
(′n+ ′X)1+ (X + 1)X∗˜∗X−11. 
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Proof of Lemma 9.1. First, by the second relation of Lemma 10.2, we have
[†X−1, ˜]
= −†X−2(2+ N)− †X−3(2+ N)†− · · · − (2+ N)†X−2.
Moreover, by using the relation (f †i ) = (+ 1)(f †i ), this is equal to
−(X − 1)(2+ N)†X−2− (X − 1)(X − 2)†X−2
= −(X − 1)(2+ N +X − 2)†X−2.
Thus we have
†X−1˜ = ˜†X−1 − (X − 1)(2+ N +X − 2)†X−2. (10.2)
Next, by Lemma 10.3, we have
†X∗X1 = X†X−1∗X−1
(′n+ ′(X − 1))1+X(X − 1)∗†X−1˜∗X−21.
Here, by (10.2), the second term of the right-hand side is equal to
X(X − 1)2(−N −X + 2)†X−2∗X−2∗1.
Indeed we have †X−1∗X−21 = 0 and †X−2∗X−21 = 0. Thus we have proved
the assertion. 
11. Proof of Lemma 9.2
Throughout this section, we put y = Y/2, and denote 〈 · | · 〉−′ simply by 〈 · | · 〉. To
show Lemma 9.2, we consider the following proposition:
Proposition 11.1. We have
〈

(Y )r∗r
∣∣ ˆ(p)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p)〉 = (−)p−rWY (p, r)〈
(Y ) ∣∣ (Y )〉,〈

(Y )r+1∗r
∣∣ ˆ(p+1)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p)〉 = (−)p−r−1W ′Y (p, r)〈
(Y ) ∣∣ (Y )〉.
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Here we put
ˆ = 1
2
N ′∑
i,j=1
eiej J
′ij , ˆ
∗ = 1
2
N ′∑
i,j=1
e∗i e∗j J ′ji ,
and
WY (p, r) = (′n′ − y)r
r∑
l=0
(
r
l
)(
y
p − l
)
rr−l (′n′ − y − r + 1)l,
W ′Y (p, r) = (′n′ − y)r+1
r∑
l=0
(
r
l
)(
y
p − l
)
(r + 1)r−l (′n′ − y − r + 1)l .
This is a generalization of Lemma 9.2. Indeed, since WY (0, r) = r!(′n′ − y)r , we
have
〈

(Y )(r)
〉 = (−)r 1
r!
〈

(Y )r∗r
∣∣ (Y+2r)〉
= 1
r!WY (0, r)
〈

(Y )
∣∣ (Y )〉 = (′n′ − y)r 〈
(Y ) ∣∣ (Y )〉.
To prove this Proposition 11.1, we use the following relations:
Lemma 11.2. We have
〈

(Y )
∣∣ ˆ(p)ˆ∗(p)(Y−2p)〉 = (−)p(y
p
)〈

(Y )
∣∣ (Y )〉.
Lemma 11.3. We have
〈

(Y )r+1∗r
∣∣ ˆ(p+1)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p)〉
= (p + 1)〈
(Y )r∗r ∣∣ ˆ(p+1)ˆ∗(p+1)(Y+2r−2p−2)〉
−(′n′ − Y − 2r + p)〈
(Y )r∗r ∣∣ ˆ(p)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p)〉,
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〈

(Y )r+1∗r+1
∣∣ ˆ(p)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p+2)〉
= (p + 1)〈
(Y )r+1∗r ∣∣ ˆ(p+1)ˆ∗(p)(Y+2r−2p)〉
−(′n′ − Y − 2r + p − 1)〈
(Y )r+1∗r ∣∣ ˆ(p)ˆ∗(p−1)(Y+2r−2p+2)〉.
Proof of Lemma 11.2. We put
g =
(
a1 bJ ′
cJ ′−1 d1
)
∈ GL2N ′ ,
so that
tg−1 = (ad − bc)−1
(
d1 −ctJ ′−1
−btJ ′ a1
)
.
Putting e = (e1, . . . , eN ′) and e∗ = (e∗1, . . . , e∗N ′), we can express these g and tg−1 as
follows:
g : e → ae + ce∗J ′−1, e∗ → beJ ′ + de∗,
tg−1 : e → (ad − bc)−1(de − be∗tJ ′), e∗ → (ad − bc)−1(−cetJ ′−1 + ae∗).
In particular, these send 
 = eR(F g′)te∗ and  = ete∗ as follows:
g : 
 → (ad − bc)
, tg−1 :  → (ad − bc)−2((ad + bc)− 2cdˆ− 2abˆ∗).
Here the ﬁrst relation can be checked by using the relation J ′−1F g′J ′ + tF g′ = 0 (this
is almost the same as (6.3)). The second relation is also easy. Thus, by Lemma 5.1,
we have
〈

(Y )
∣∣ (Y )〉 = 〈g(
(Y )) ∣∣ tg−1((Y ))〉
= (ad − bc)−Y 〈
(Y ) ∣∣ ((ad + bc)− 2cdˆ− 2abˆ∗)(Y )〉.
We can expand the part ((ad + bc) − 2cdˆ − 2abˆ∗)(Y ) as follows (the trinomial
expansion):
((ad + bc)− 2cdˆ− 2abˆ∗)(Y ) =
∑
i+j+k=Y
((ad + bc))(i)(−2cdˆ)(j)(−2abˆ∗)(k).
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By coupling this with 
(Y ), each term vanishes unless the exponents j and k of −2cdˆ
and −2abˆ∗ are equal. Thus we have
〈

(Y )
∣∣ (Y )〉
= (ad − bc)−Y
∑
0 lY/2
〈

(Y )
∣∣ ((ad + bc))(Y−2l)(−2cdˆ)(l)(−2abˆ∗)(l)〉
= (ad − bc)−Y
∑
0 lY/2
(ad + bc)Y−2l (4abcd)l 〈
(Y ) ∣∣ (Y−2l)ˆ(l)ˆ∗(l)〉.
This holds for any a, b, c, and d ∈ C. Solving this, we have the assertion. 
We can regard Lemma 11.3 as a special case of the following lemma:
Lemma 11.4. We have
〈

∣∣ ˆ(a)ˆ∗(b)(c)〉 = (b + 1)〈 ∣∣ ˆ(a)ˆ∗(b+1)(c−2)〉
−(′n′ − a − c + 1)〈 ∣∣ ˆ(a−1)ˆ∗(b)(c)〉,
〈
∗
∣∣ ˆ(a)ˆ∗(b)(c)〉 = (a + 1)〈 ∣∣ ˆ(a+1)ˆ∗(b)(c−2)〉
−(′n′ − b − c + 1)〈 ∣∣ ˆ(a)ˆ∗(b−1)(c)〉.
Proof. We can show this in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3. Namely, using
expression (5.6) of the bilinear form 〈 · | · 〉, we can express the left-hand side of the
ﬁrst assertion as follows:
p(−
′
()ˆ
(a)
ˆ
∗(b)
(c)).
Using the Leibniz rule (5.10) for the derivations, we have
−
′
()ˆ
(a)
ˆ
∗(b)
(c) = (b + 1)ˆ(a)ˆ∗(b+1)(c−2) − (′n′ − a − c + 1)ˆ(a−1)ˆ∗(b)(c).
The ﬁrst assertion is immediate from this. The second assertion can be shown
similarly. 
Finally we need the following relation for WY (p, r) and W ′Y (p, r). Using this together
with Lemmas 11.2 and 11.3, we can prove Proposition 11.1 by induction.
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Lemma 11.5. We have
(p + 1)WY (p + 1, r)+ (′n′ − Y − 2r + p)WY (p, r) = W ′Y (p, r),
(p + 1)W ′Y (p, r)+ (′n′ − Y − 2r + p − 1)W ′Y (p − 1, r) = WY (p, r + 1).
Proof. We regard both sides as polynomials in ′n′, and expand them as linear com-
binations of {(′n′ − y)r(′n′ − y − r + 1)l | l = 0, 1, . . .}. Then we can check the ﬁrst
assertion comparing the coefﬁcients.
The second relation is similarly shown by expanding both sides as linear combinations
of {(′n′ − y)r+1(′n′ − y − r + 1)l | l = 0, 1, . . .}. 
12. Proof of the second main theorem
In this section we prove Theorem 7.14 using Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2.
12.1. We put
A˜(u) = R(Ag′,−′(u)) · u[−N−′N ′],
and deﬁne A˜X by the expansion
A˜(u) =
∑
X0
A˜Xu
[−N−X].
Then our goal, Theorem 7.14, is written as L(Ag,(u)) = A˜(u), and this is equivalent
to the equality L(Ag,X ) = A˜X. To show this, it is enough to prove Proposition 12.1
below. Indeed Bg,(,
′)
X generates U(g)
G
, and the relation between Bg,(,
′)
X and A
g,
X is
given in Proposition 7.17.
Proposition 12.1. We have
L(B
g,(,′)
X ) = (−)X
∑
Z0
1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z( 
′N ′−X+1
2 )
ZA˜X−Z.
12.2. To prove Proposition 12.1 by induction, we consider a generalization of this
relation as follows. First, suggested by expression (6.8) of Ag′,−′(u), we introduce a
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parameter Y into Ag′,−′(u):
Ag
′,−′,Y (u) = 1
′N ′ + 1
(
′N ′ + 1
Y
)
×Q′N ′+1t
〈
(u+ t−1)′N ′+1−Y (t−1)Y 〉−′ · u−1.
Using this, we put
A˜Y (u) = R(Ag′,−′,Y (u)) · u[−N−′N ′+Y ],
and deﬁne A˜YX by the following expansion:
A˜Y (u) =
∑
X0
A˜YXu
[−N−X].
Moreover we introduce a parameter r:
A˜
Y,r
X = ( 
′N ′−X−Y
2 )
r A˜YX.
Finally, noting relation (9.4) for B˜X = L(Bg,(,
′)
X ), we also introduce two parameters
into B˜X as follows:
B˜
Y,r
X =
〈
X
(Y )(r)
〉−′
.
It is obvious that A˜0,0X = A˜X and B˜0,0X = B˜X. We aim to prove the following relation
as a generalization of Proposition 12.1:
Proposition 12.2. We have
B˜
Y,r
X = (−)X+Y
∑
Z0
1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z( 
′N ′−X−Y−2r+1
2 )
ZA˜
Y,r
X−Z.
12.3. To show this Proposition 12.2, we need some fundamental relations for A˜Y,rX and
B˜
Y,r
X :
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Lemma 12.3. We have
(Y + 1)A˜Y+1,rX+1 = (X + 2)A˜Y,rX+2
−1
4
(−N −X)(−N − ′N ′ + Y −X − 2)(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r)A˜Y,rX .
Lemma 12.4. We have
XB˜
Y,r
X = (Y + 1)B˜Y+1,rX−1 − (−n−X + 1)(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)B˜Y,rX−1
−(r + 1)(−N −X + 2)B˜Y,r+1X−2 ,
B˜
Y,r
0 = (−)Y A˜Y,r0 .
Proof of Lemma 12.3. By a direct calculation, we can deduce the following relation
from the deﬁnition of Ag′,−′,Y (u):
(Y + 1)uAg′,−′,Y+1(u) = (u− 12 )(u+ 
′N ′−Y+1
2 )A
g′,−′,Y (u− 12 )
−(u+ 12 )(u− 
′N ′−Y+1
2 )A
g′,−′,Y (u+ 12 ).
As a consequence of this and the deﬁnition of A˜Y (u), we have
(Y + 1)A˜Y+1(u) = (u+ ′N ′−Y+12 )(u+ −N−
′N ′+Y−1
2 )A˜
Y (u− 12 )
−(u− ′N ′−Y+12 )(u− −N−
′N ′+Y−1
2 )A˜
Y (u+ 12 ).
Expanding both sides as linear combinations of u[X] and comparing the coefﬁcients,
we have
(Y + 1)A˜Y+1X+1 = (X + 2)A˜YX+2
−1
4
(−N −X)(−N − ′N ′ + Y −X − 2)(′N ′ −X − Y )A˜YX.
The assertion is immediate from this. 
Lemma 12.4 is a direct consequence of Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2:
Proof of Lemma 12.4. As seen in Lemma 9.1, we have
XX = X−1
− ′(−n−X + 1)X−1− (−N −X + 2)X−2.
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Thus we have
XB˜
Y,r
X = X
〈
X
(Y )(r)
〉−′
= 〈X−1

(Y )(r)〉−′ − ′(−n−X + 1)〈X−1
(Y )(r)〉−′
−(−N −X + 2)〈X−2
(Y )(r)〉−′
= (Y + 1)〈X−1
(Y+1)(r)〉−′
−′(N ′ − ′(X − 1+ Y + 2r))(−n−X + 1)〈X−1
(Y )(r)〉−′
−(r + 1)(−N −X + 2)〈X−2
(Y )(r+1)〉−′
= (Y + 1)B˜Y+1,rX−1 − (′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)(−n−X + 1)B˜Y,rX−1
−(r + 1)(−N −X + 2)B˜Y,r+1X−2 .
Indeed we have
〈X−1
(Y )(r)〉−′ = (N ′ − ′(X − 1+ Y + 2r))〈X−1
(Y )(r)〉−′
by Lemma 5.3. Thus we have proved the ﬁrst relation. The second relation immediately
follows from Lemma 9.2. 
12.4. Using Lemmas 12.3 and 12.4, we can prove our goal, Proposition 12.2:
Proof of Proposition 12.2. It is enough to check that the expression of B˜Y,rX in our
assertion satisﬁes Lemma 12.4. Since this expression obviously satisﬁes the second
relation in Lemma 12.4, we only have to check that this satisﬁes the ﬁrst relation,
namely the equality
(Y + 1)B˜Y+1,rX−1 − (−n−X + 1)(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)B˜Y,rX−1
−(r + 1)(−N −X + 2)B˜Y,r+1X−2 −XB˜Y,rX = 0.
First we simply substitute Proposition 12.2 into the left-hand side:
(−)X+Y (Y + 1)
×
∑ 1
Z! (−n−X + 2)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y+1,r
X−Z−1
−(−)X+Y−1(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)(−n−X + 1)
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×
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r
X−Z−1
−(−)X+Y−2(r + 1)(−N −X + 2)
×
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 3)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r+1
X−Z−2
−(−)X+YX
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r
X−Z.
(12.1)
Here the summation is taken over Z0. By Lemma 12.3 the ﬁrst term is equal to
(−)X+Y
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
× {(X − Z)A˜Y,rX−Z −
1
4
(−N −X + Z + 2)(−N − ′N ′ −X + Y + Z)
× (′N ′ −X − Y + Z − 2r + 2)A˜Y,rX−Z−2}
= (−)X+Y
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r
X−Z
× (X − Z)
−1
2
(−)X+Y
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z+1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z+1
A˜
Y,r
X−Z−2
× (−N − ′N ′ −X + Y + Z).
Furthermore, since A˜Y,r+1X−Z−2 =
(
′N ′−X−Y+Z−2r+2
2
)
A˜
Y,r
X−Z−2, the third term of (12.1)
is equal to
−(−)X+Y−2(r + 1)
×
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z+1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z+1
A˜
Y,r
X−Z−2.
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Thus we can rewrite (12.1)× (−)X+Y as a linear combination of A˜Y,rX−Z:
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r
X−Z × (X − Z)
−1
2
∑ 1
(Z − 2)! (−N −X + 2)
Z−1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z−1
A˜
Y,r
X−Z
× (−N − ′N ′ −X + Y + Z − 2)
+
∑ 1
(Z − 1)! (−N −X + 2)
Z−1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z−1
A˜
Y,r
X−Z
×(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)(−n−X + 1)
−
∑ 1
(Z − 2)! (−N −X + 2)
Z−1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z−1
A˜
Y,r
X−Z
×(r + 1)
−
∑ 1
Z! (−N −X + 1)
Z
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1
2
)Z
A˜
Y,r
X−Z ×X.
The coefﬁcient of A˜Y,rX−Z is equal to
1
Z! (−N −X + 2)
Z−1
(
′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 2
2
)Z−1
×1
2
{(−N −X + Z + 1)(′N ′ −X − Y − Z − 2r + 2)(X − Z)
− Z(Z − 1)(−N − ′N ′ −X + Y + Z − 2)
+ 2Z(′N ′ −X − Y − 2r + 1)(−n−X + 1)
− 2Z(Z − 1)(r + 1)
− (−N −X + 1)(′N ′ −X − Y − Z − 2r + 2)X}.
This is equal to zero, because the part {· · ·} = 0 by a direct calculation. 
13. The eigenvalues of the Capelli-type elements
So far, we discussed the Capelli-type elements denoted by the symbols “C” and “D.”
For the glN case, we can easily calculate the eigenvalues of these elements C
glN
k and
D
glN
k , because they are expressed in terms of the column-determinant and the column-
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permanent (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2). On the other hand, it is not so easy to calculate
the eigenvalues of CoNk , D
oN
k , C
spN
k , and D
spN
k directly, because they are expressed in
terms of the symmetrized determinant and the symmetrized permanent. However, using
Theorem 7.13, we can determine these eigenvalues. The result is quite similar to the
glN case:
Theorem 13.1. (1) For the irreducible representation  = oN
(1,...,n† )
of oN determined
by the partition (1, . . . , n†), we have
(CoN (u)) =
{
(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n), N : even,
u(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n†), N : odd.
(DoN (u)) =


1
(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n)
, N : even,
1
u(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n†)
, N : odd.
Here n† is the greatest integer not exceeding n = N/2, and li is deﬁned by li =
i + n− i.
(2) For the irreducible representation  = spN
(1,...,n)
of spN determined by the partition
(1, . . . , n), we have
(CspN (u)) = (u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n), (DspN (u)) =
1
(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n)
.
Here we put n = N/2 and li = i + n− i + 1.
We can check these as follows. First the eigenvalue of CoN (u) was calculated by
means of the Pfafﬁan [IU,I2]. Moreover the correspondence of the eigenvalues in the
case of (ON, SpN ′) given in [KV] was arranged by [MN] in a form similar to Theorem
4.1. Similarly the correspondence of the eigenvalues in the case of (SpN, SpN ′) is also
given in [H2]. These correspondences are written as follows:
(1) The case of (ON, SpN ′). We identify U(oN)ON with the algebra of symmet-
ric polynomials in l21 , . . . , l
2
n (l21 , . . . , l2n† when N is odd) through the Harish-Chandra
isomorphism. Similarly we identify U(spN ′)SpN ′ with the algebra of symmetric poly-
nomials in l′21 , . . . , l′2n′ . Then the correspondence between U(oN)
ON and U(spN ′)SpN ′ is
written as follows in terms of eigenvalues ([Proposition 4.3 in [MN]; see also Theorem
7.2 in [KV]). If N is even, we have
L((u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n)) = R((u2 − l′21 ) · · · (u2 − l′2n′ )) · u[N−N
′].
If N is odd, we have
L(u(u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n†)) = R((u2 − l′21 ) · · · (u2 − l′2n′ )) · u[N−N
′].
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(2) The case of (SpN, SpN ′). We identify U(spN)SpN and U(spN ′)SpN ′ with the
algebras of symmetric polynomials in l21 , . . . , l
2
n and l′21 , . . . , l′2n′ , respectively. Then the
correspondence between U(spN)SpN and U(spN ′)SpN ′ is written as follows in terms of
eigenvalues:
L((u2 − l21) · · · (u2 − l2n)) · R((u2 − l′21 ) · · · (u2 − l′2n′ )) = u[N−N
′]′ .
This is deduced from the decomposition of a representation in [H2].
Hence we can see Theorem 13.1 comparing our Theorems 7.2 and 7.11 with these
correspondences in terms of eigenvalues.
Remark. From Theorem 13.1, we see that our Capelli-type elements CoNk , D
oN
k , C
spN
k ,
and DspNk are essentially equal to the Capelli-type elements deﬁned in [MN]. Under
this identiﬁcation, our Corollaries 7.3 and 7.6 coincide with Theorems 4.4 and 5.3 in
[MN].
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